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EDITO

T

he aging of the population is a focus

together 20 economic research centres in France and func-

of research in the Demographic

tions as a means for sharing knowledge with institutions such

Transitions, Economic Transitions

as the OECD or foreign research centres, since concern about

(TDTE) Chair of the Institut Louis

aging is global phenomenon.

Bachelier. In this historically unpre-

cedented situation, the increase in the average age and the

The Chair continues to explore these concepts lying at the

increase in life expectancy mean that citizens will spend nearly

frontier of demography and economics and is pursuing four

a third of their lives in “retirement”, something that has never

main lines of research. The first concerns retirement, the

happened before in human history.

topic addressed in this latest issue of Cahier Louis Bachelier.
The second theme focuses on health and the links between

It is a situation that calls for a rethinking of equilibria, parti-

health, well-being, prevention and technology. The third line of

cularly in relation of social protection, in order to prevent the

research concerns the transmission of wealth and the financing

younger generations from being excluded or, conversely, older

of dependence, a huge subject where we have obtained some

people being left behind. But the intrinsic problems of aging

preliminary results and, in particular, the feasibility of appro-

greatly complicate economic analysis. Raising the retirement

priate financial products. The final line of research concerns

age is difficult, and any reduction in pensions is particularly

the development of skills at all ages of life, with a particular

delicate and may be likened to a repudiation of the social

focus on those of seniors, in order to make them effective in

contract. Thus the variables that can be mobilized are few in

their commitments in the voluntary sector.

number.
The TDTE Chair, supported by its financial partners, thus seeks
The TDTE Chair has launched an initiative for modelling the

to understand and anticipate changes in societies affected

different social protection options and is now able to present its

by aging and to find answers that preserve intergenerational

findings. All these studies and results show that the criteria of

harmony.

analysis must change. In this regard, increased expenditure on
health produces little or no growth, but enhances people’s well-

Enjoy your reading!

being. Furthermore, one of the conditions for the well-being of
the elderly is having a social activity, a commitment. The same
applies to training needs, which are vital in an aging society
and which require young workers to continually adapt to a job
market that is becoming highly technological and polarized.

François-Xavier Albouy,
research director of TDTE chair

This topic of research on aging is very much to the fore in
France and elsewhere. The Chair has accordingly created an

www.tdte.fr

International Economics of Longevity network, which brings

Partners
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“IT IS ESSENTIAL TO SUCCEED
IN UNIFYING THE 42 EXISTING
PENSION SCHEMES,
WHICH PRODUCE INEQUALITIES”
With a rich and varied academic and professional career (see biography), Jean-Hervé Lorenzi
is one of the most influential French economists among politicians. The founder and organizer
of the Aix-en-Provence Rencontres Economiques, the 18th meeting of which took place in 2018,
he is an informed observer of the economic changes at work in the contemporary world, especially
regarding demographic issues and pensions. These two topics are extensively studied in the
Demographic Transitions, Economic Transitions (TDTE) Chair, which he directs. For this issue of
Cahiers, he revisits the major issues around the pension reform currently under discussion.

ILB: What are the main shortcomings of the
current French pension system?
Jean-Hervé Lorenzi: T he main issue is demo-

system can make career-tracking difficult,

graphic, with the deteriorating ratio between

features I’ve just mentioned and by the slug-

the working population and pensioners, and

gishness of the economy.

especially since the trust of young people in the
current system has been undermined by the

its shift towards retirees. This long-term trend
coming decade. Moreover, the pension system

Why is pension reform so vital and urgent?
J-H. L: A s I mentioned before, the system has

has been in a deficit since 2008. We therefore

been in deficit since 2008 and could remain so

need to financially balance the system between

in the long run. Given the sluggish economic

the outlay on pensions and the contributions

climate and the demographic prospects with

demanded from people in work. The system is

regard to aging, it is important to react as soon

at present slightly in deficit, but the Retirement

as possible in order to safeguard our retirement

Guidance Council (Conseil d’orientation des

system.

in French society is expected to peak in the

retraites - COR) forecasts a worsening of the

become structural.

Why is it so difficult to structurally reform
pensions in France?
J-H. L: There are several reasons. The first is

In addition, the complexity of the current sys-

cyclical, simply because this is the first time

tem, in particular the calculation of entitlements

since 1945 that France is undertaking a syste-

and the scope of retirement institutions, can

mic reform of its pension arrangements.

impede understanding and acceptance of the

There are also structural reasons. First, a

French pension system by the population, gen-

transition to a single points-based system is

erating different situations and, consequently,

appealing for the simplifications it would bring.

perceived inequality. It is true that with mobility

However, preparing the ground for conver-

between different types of activity (employed,

gence of the systems could be difficult. The

non-salaried, civil servants, special schemes,

most striking example is that of civil servants,

different types of contracts, etc.) the labour

whose pensions are calculated on the basis of

market has changed. This highly fragmented

a benchmark salary taking into account only

deficit in the coming decade, which under
COR’s most pessimistic scenario could even
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Jean-Hervé Lorenzi heads the Demographic Transitions, Economic Transitions Chair.
He is also president of the Circle of Economists, managing editor of the journal Risques
and President of the Finance Innovation Competitiveness Cluster. He is a regular contributor
to the media and is the author of numerous books.

– Inform. It is difficult to appreciate and evaluate

Second, there is the difficult issue of people

In the reform currently under way, a points
system is envisaged. Would this system be
better?
J-H. L: In a points system, people in work contri-

with multiple pensions, who contribute to sev-

bute every month, buying pension “points” that

people who are not directly and immediately

eral different retirement institutions. Assuming

have monetary value, say, 1 point equals 1.50

“concerned” by retirement, especially young

a gradual transition over time, it would be nec-

euro. When they retire, the total points are taken

people, can better understand the issues.

essary to track the entire career of those insured

into account when calculating their pension. In

– Simplify. The system is currently very complex

and be certain that the reform does not harm

France, supplementary pension operate on the

for someone who is not necessarily interested

any retiree categories.

basis of points. Note that the value of a point

in the subject.

Third, the question of including supplementary

may be reviewed by the pension fund, depen-

– Solidarity. It is of course important to inform

pension plans may be even more difficult. Their

ding on the economic and/or demographic

people about and simplify the pension sys-

integration into the system would be tricky and

conditions. Given that the current pension sys-

tem, while keeping to the general philosophy

philosophically contradictory since supplemen-

tem is mandatory, pay-as-you-go and contribu-

of building a social protection and retirement

tary pensions are part of a logic of professional

tory, that is to say, it is proportional to income,

scheme. The principle of solidarity must be

solidarity, while the standard schemes are

with contributions every quarter and a replace-

constantly kept in mind and emphasized.

based on national solidarity.

ment rate on retirement, this is the last aspect

Finally, there are all the questions related to the

that would be changed.

the last six months of their career, whereas for
employees in the private sector it is the 25 best
years.

something that most people don’t understand.
We need, therefore, to popularize the pension
system and explain its mechanisms, so that

the harmonization of the funding mechanisms

In fact, would it be feasible to introduce a
Swedish-style “notional accounts” pension
system in France?
J-H. L: If France decided to convert schemes

With the many different retirement plans,
there are sometime striking inequalities
in income on retirement for equivalent
professions. What needs to be merged as a
priority?
J-H. L: The schemes needing to be merged as

for schemes, the question of the ceiling and the

based on annual payments into a notional

a priority are those of the public and the pri-

definition of the contribution base, with or with-

accounts system, it would be necessary to mea-

vate sectors, particularly those for civil servants

out the inclusion of bonuses.

sure two important items. On the one hand,

and workers, which concern the vast majority of

the size of the financing needs, in particular for

people. But they also suffer from major struc-

What is your opinion on raising the statutory
retirement age?
J-H. L: In terms of economics, a one-year

dealing with the consequences of the over-50s

tural contradictions, particularly with regard to

population boom on the new pension plan. And

how pensions are calculated.

increase in the retirement age would make it

respond to them?

possible to finance the system better without

Ultimately, the debate boils down to a choice

having to cut back on retirees’ pension levels.

between the different levers used to rebalance

This increase would result in a gain of about

the system, such as raising the retirement age

0.7% of GDP, which according to COR more or

or increasing contributions. However, unlike

Will not the period needed for convergence
between the different schemes threaten the
willingness of the various stakeholders to
accept the reform?
J-H. L: In any overall reform of the pension sys-

less equals the pension system deficit. These

Sweden, France does not have a reserve fund

tem, the transition phase is particularly difficult

estimates obviously depend on assumptions

to finance a Swedish-style transition.

to deal with because of the many problems

pension calculation parameters: should they be
the same or can differences be justified? Such a
convergence of the method of calculating pensions could, moreover, lead to questions about

on the other hand, how would the reserve funds

about GDP and wage growth forecasts, unem-

that arise. Which generation will pay the price
of the reform? Who will be affected by it? How

because life expectancies vary among the dif-

How can public confidence in the pension
system be restored, especially among young
people, who are the most pessimistic?
J-H. L: There are three priority actions to be

ferent categories of workers.

taken.

financed?

ployment, productivity, and so on.
On the other hand, at the social level, there is
a real debate about raising the retirement age,

are the entitlements acquired under the old system be retained and recognized under the new
one? How will the deficit of the old system be

➜
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Given the sluggish economic climate
and the demographic prospects with regard
to aging, it is important to react as soon as
possible in order to safeguard
our retirement system.

The transition phase is therefore risky, but it is

to reassure people regarding some thorny

also very important.

points by listing a number of basic principles,
such as maintaining survivors’ pensions and

What levers are there for achieving this
transition between the different regimes?
J-H. L: T o avoid a situation where stakeholders

minimum pensions for those on low wages or

are dissatisfied, we need to answer the question

lity, sickness or maternity, for which additional

as what type of convergence between schemes

points will be awarded.

will take place in France. Several possible solu-

On the side of progress, the reform will change

tions can be envisaged.

family entitlements, with a bonus “for every

– One option would be to maintain the existence

child, starting with the first child”, and no longer

of the various basic schemes by simply aligning

with the third child, which is a positive signal for

the rules for calculating pensions.

demography.

with interrupted careers. Similarly for “gaps in
employment” such as unemployment, disabi-

– Another option would involve the convergence

risks.

In conclusion, what is your priority
recommendation for pension reform?
J-H. L: In my opinion, it is essential to succeed

– A third option would be to adopt a logic of

in unifying the 42 existing pension schemes,

vertical convergence that would align the

which produce inequalities between the differ-

rules between the basic and supplementary

ent statuses and which are no longer appropri-

schemes.

ate to today’s career paths.

of the basic schemes within a single unified
system, which would allow a greater pooling of

Allowing everyone who has contributed to have

What about solidarity mechanisms, such as
the minimum old-age pension or survivors’
pensions? Should they also be reviewed?
J-H. L: These issues are tricky to manage,

access to the same entitlements, whatever

because of the strong hostility of public opi-

public authorities to this effect seems appro-

nion. The government has nevertheless tried

priate. l
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their status, seems to me to be the primary
key to a viable retirement system suited to the
present time. The reform being sought by the

WHY ARE THE CONVERGENCE
AND TRANSITION
OF THE FRENCH PENSION SYSTEM
SUCH A HEADACHE?
Although the pension reform under discussion aims to create a universal system where each
euro contributed will result in the same entitlements for everyone, the convergence of and
transition from the 42 existing schemes is a seemingly impossible task. Two young researchers
address these aspects that are so tricky to implement.

H
Based on the papers
in progress
Convergence retraite:
quelle transition
de l’ancien vers
le nouveau régime ?,
and L’hétérogénéité
des caisses de
retraites, cartographie
par analyse factorielle
multiple, by Hicham
Belkouch and
Mathieu Noguès,
and on an interview
with them.

aving started in late 2017, the

two major issues. “How technically do we con-

discussions between Jean-Paul

verge the retirement institutions and unify the

Delevoye, High Commissioner for the

42 existing schemes? How long should the

pension system reform, and the social partners

transition between the old and the new regimes

on the future pension reform will continue until

last, and what will it cost to finance it?” the

at least the first quarter of 2019. This particu-

researchers ask. “The convergence of pension

lar reform is probably the most difficult issue

plans and the transition to a new system are two

to be managed in Emmanuel Macron’s presi-

inseparable steps for future reform, but different

dency, and consequently the duration of the

stakes are involved in each.”

talks has needed to be extended. “In France,
tricky subject, since no structural reforms have

A COMPLEX AND VERY HETEROGENEOUS
RETIREMENT SYSTEM

been made since 1945,” Hicham Belkouch and

With its 42 different schemes, the French pen-

Mathieu Noguès point out. On top of this there

sion system is extremely fragmented, which

is the low public confidence in the pension sys-

does not make it easy for the working popula-

tem due to lack of knowledge about it, as nume-

tion to understand. People contribute to one or

rous opinion polls have revealed.

more funds throughout their career, depending

Apart from the financial balance of the system,

on their professional status – as employees,

which is threatened by the aging of the French

civil servants or similar, and self-employed

population and the sluggish economic situa-

earners (craftsmen, tradesmen, the professions

tion, the reform of the pension system raises

and farmers). In addition to these three ➜

culturally, pension reform systemically is a very

With its 42 different schemes, the French
pension system is extremely fragmented,
which does not make it easy for the working
population to understand.
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categories, there are also various special

the various retirement institutions and their

regimes for those working in transport (RATP

respective dynamics, the two researchers car-

and SNCF) and gas and electricity. In addition,

ried out an unprecedented mapping, covering

there is the obligatory coexistence of basic

21 retirement institutions and 99% of contrib-

and supplementary retirement institutions,

utors in France. “Our statistical model enables

which further complicates the legibility of the

us to address all the financial, demographic and

system and its future reform. “The technical

historical parameters of the retirement institu-

parameters, such as the pension calculation

tions studied, so as to identify their differences

methods of the various retirement institutions,

and possible similarities and thereby visualize

will have to be reconciled, especially those of

the current situation more clearly,” they say.

the private and the public sectors. However,

The model was able to account for 55.7% of

many questions remain unresolved, such

the differences between retirement institutions

as the acceptance of convergence by state

and to clearly identify the four major groups

employees, whose pensions are calculated on

of contributors comprising the system: wage

the basis of the last six months of their working

earners; public sector employees and special

life, or the inclusion of their bonuses, given that

schemes; the professions; agricultural workers

teachers receive very little in this respect,” the

and the self-employed (tradesmen, craftsmen).

researchers say. The same applies to the issue

Another more surprising result is that the wage

of multi-pensioners, who contribute to several

earner and state employee funds are fairly sim-

retirement institutions, given that, on average,

ilar: “These two funds are not so far apart in

French people contribute to 3.1 different funds

financial terms. But by simulating retirement

during their working life. “The future conver-

on the basis of current methods, which are still

gence of the regimes will involve tracking

very vague, their convergence remains limited

contributors’ entire careers to calculate their

because they have very different demographic

pension entitlements. With this in mind, the

dynamics”, Hicham Belkouch and Mathieu

various retirement institutions will have to share

Noguès explain. “Overall, we found a conver-

their data with each other, but careers are less

gence of different funds, but it is not very pro-

linear than in the past, a consideration that

nounced. Perfect convergence will therefore not

further complicates things”, Hicham Belkouch

be attainable. Convergence will only be relative,

and Mathieu Noguès say.

difficult and expensive. Hence the question is

AN ENTIRELY NEW MAPPING FOR
MEASURING THE HETEROGENEITY OF
RETIREMENT REGIMES

how can this convergence be optimized? One
possibility to be looked at would be the introduction of mandatory retirement savings. In
addition, the convergence of the financial bal-

While media attention often focuses on the dif-

ances of the different regimes should not be

ferences between public and private pensions,

the only concern. The demographic reality of

this viewpoint is too simplistic and fails to cap-

each existing regime must also be taken into

ture the overall heterogeneity of the pension

account, even if it can only be managed by

system. To see it more clearly and understand

means of indirect levers.”

On average, French people
contribute to 3.1 different funds
during their working life.
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Hicham Belkouch

is a researcher at the Demographic Transitions, Economic
Transitions (TDTE) Chair, specializing in pensions. He is a doctoral student at the University
of Paris Nanterre, where he is working on the extension of pension coverage to informal
employment (the case of Morocco).

Mathieu Noguès is a researcher at the TDTE Chair, specializing in pensions
and property assets. After graduating in economics at Paris-Dauphine University PSL, he worked
in microfinance, banking, and consultancy in territorial development.

Methodology
The researchers first carried out a review of international experience in terms of the convergence and temporal
management of the pension transition, then identified and analysed the factors specific to France, which are
problematic. In a second research project, they conducted a multiple factor analysis with a hierarchical ascending
classification, so as to analyse the heterogeneity of pension funds in France. They used institutional and
comparable data to obtain a comprehensive approach to the specificities of the various French pension funds.

THE SUCCESS AND DURATION OF THE
TRANSITION DEPEND ON A TRUSTING
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CITIZENS AND
THE PENSION SYSTEM

those born between 1938 and 1954 are distributed proportionally across both systems, and
those born subsequently are in the new system.
However, a gradual transition does not mean it

As well as the convergence of multiple regimes

will be more economical. “The longer the transi-

into a single regime, it is also complicated to

tion, the more expensive it will be, because the

implement the transition from the old to the new

cohabitation of two plans increases the costs of

system. This transition period involves absorb-

managing the pension system. When we look at

ing contributors from the old regime into the

Sweden, we see it was able to finance its tran-

new one. Should this be done as fast as possi-

sition through a reserve fund, but France does

ble or gradually over time?

not have this mechanism,” the researchers

There is no miracle recipe for doing this, and

point out.

various examples of pension transitions can be

It is true that France is distinctive in terms

found in other countries. For example, Germany

of enacting reforms: “France must follow its

and Latvia opted for an immediate transition,

own path. The reforms worked elsewhere

which involved transferring all contributors

because people trusted the system more,

into the new regime. But this approach may

unlike in France. Yet trust must to be restored,

penalize people close to retirement. Poland and

because the duration of the transition very

Sweden, on the other hand, have spread their

much depends on it,” Hicham Belkouch and

transition over several years, with different affil-

Mathieu Noguès emphasize. The coming

iations and methods of calculation. In Sweden,

months will see whether the French adhere

which introduced its reform in 1999, people

to the social pact that constitutes the pension

born before 1938 come under the old system,

system...

Key points
The convergence and the
transition of pension plans
are two inseparable steps for
future reform, but different stakes
are involved in each.
The convergence of the
financial balances of the
different regimes should not be the
only concern. The demographic
reality of each existing regime
must also be taken into account.
The duration of the
transition phase depends
not only on the financial cost, but
also on working people’s
confidence in the social contract
constituting the pension system.
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HOW CAN THE PENSION EQUILIBRIUM
BE MADE LESS DEPENDENT
ON ECONOMIC GROWTH?
The financial equilibrium of the French pension system is particularly dependent on current and
especially future economic growth. The crisis of 2008 made people aware of this dependence.
Researchers are suggesting ways to reverse the situation.

W

ork on the reform of the pen-

has often been lower than expected in the

sion system has restarted, after

median scenarios. This is one of the reasons

the successive reforms of 1993,

why the reform process has had to be regu-

2003, 2010 and 2014. However, the system

larly restarted, and this has led to the erosion

is still very complex, with 42 different pension

of public confidence in the system,” says Didier

regimes co-existing. Moreover, the aging of the

Blanchet. The reduction of this dependency is

population and the doubts raised by the slow

one of the challenges of the reform currently

pace of economic growth are both major issues

being studied.

for the system’s future and sustainability. “The

Although revealed by the crisis of 2008, this

reforms of the last thirty years have been very

dependence phenomenon has far more distant

important for mitigating the demographic impact

origins. In terms of reforms, people have been

arising from the steady increase in the propor-

mainly conscious of the successive increases in

tion of retirees compared to assets. Without

the retirement age, but another measure that

these reforms, spending on pensions would

went unnoticed by the general public was intro-

have amounted to nearly 20% of GDP in 2040,

duced in 1987, namely the indexation of pen-

against 12% in the early 2000s and about 14%

sions to inflation, whereas previously pensions

today. The outlay on pensions should stabilize

were linked to the growth in average wages.

at this level in the median scenario produced

“This reform did much to restore the financial

by the Pensions Advisory Committeel (Conseil

equilibrium of our system, while at the same

d’orientation des retraites - COR), but many pro-

time it made it very dependent on the pace of

blems remain, including that of dependence on

growth. The measure is effective only if wages

growth,” Didier Blanchet says.

increase fast enough, and is ineffective if they

THE ECONOMIC CRISIS OF 2008
ACCENTUATED PENSION DEPENDENCE
ON GROWTH
Based on the paper
Quelles options
pour réduire
la dépendance
à la croissance
du système
de retraite français?,
by Didier Blanchet,
Antoine Bozio and
Simon Rabaté, and
on an interview with
Didier Blanchet.

grow more slowly,” Didier Blanchet explains.
“The aim of our work has been to explore scenarios that would reduce this dependence of
pensions on growth, improve the transparency

It was the 2008 crisis that drew attention to this

of our system and take into account changes in

dependence on economic growth. “The initial

the age pyramid.”

retirement issue was demographic, but since
the crisis, the COR has been particularly inter-

SEVERAL POSSIBLE SCENARIOS

ested in the effects of economic scenarios and

The researchers thus studied three reform sce-

has provided systematic comparisons of several

narios and observed their consequences for the

growth scenarios. The system’s equilibrium is

system’s resistance to economic and demo-

very dependent on the scenario chosen: sur-

graphic shocks.

pluses if growth higher than 1.5%, an increase

– The first is the introduction of a “notional

of the deficit if it is slower. In practice, growth

accounts” pension system, as is found in
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Didier Blanchet is an economist at INSEE and a research associate at the Institut
des Politiques Publiques and at the Demographic Transitions, Economic Transitions Chair.
He is also a member of the Pension Monitoring Committee. He holds a PhD in economics from
Sciences Po in Paris and is a graduate from the Ecole Polytechnique and from the Ecole Nationale
de la Statistique et de l’Administration Economique.

Methodology
The researchers used a microsimulation model to determine the long-term costs of pensions (up to 2060)
and how these evolve under different reform scenarios. They used the Pensipp model, developed by the Institut
des Politiques Publiques, to model professional (career development, unemployment) and demographic
(marriage, death, birth, etc.) trajectories for a representative sample of the French population, together with
retirement and the associated entitlements. These trajectories are simulated by random draws at the individual
level, while the law of large numbers ensuring the robustness of the aggregates derived from them.

Sweden and Italy. This structural reform

this system is more expensive as a stabilized

involves setting up a system in which each

permanent regime since, apart from demo-

contributor has a virtual account that collects

graphic shocks, it amounts to full indexation on

the contributions, which are revalued each year

wages.”

by a rate of return, for example wage growth.

– The third and last scenario is not structural

On retirement, the accumulated capital is con-

but parametric in nature. Put plainly, the cur-

verted into a pension by multiplying it by a con-

rent pension system is kept, with only some

version factor. The conversion factor takes into

parameters being changed, so that it is no

account two parameters: retirement age and the

longer dependent on growth. “For supple-

life expectancy of each generation at the time of

mentary pensions, which already works on a

retirement. “ This system has the advantage of

points system, it is sufficient to use the man-

eliminating dependence on economic growth,

agement rules proposed for the generalized

integrating the increase in life expectancy each

points system and then to find equivalents in

year and making the accumulated rights more

other schemes. Nevertheless, we encounter

visible for contributors, because the acquired

the same problems of a risk of indexation that

rights are expressed in euros. The system

is occasionally lower than price inflation and a

includes strong and almost automatic long-term

higher cost as permanent system. We can only

management rules,” Didier Blanchet says.

avoid the second problem by further tightening

– The second scenario involves generalizing

the replacement rate at the time of liquidation,

the points system that is already in place for

“says Didier Blanchet.

supplementary pensions and rationalizing its

Of these three scenarios, the easiest and

management. Two parameters form the basis

quickest to implement is the third, because

of the management of the points system: the

it does not involve overhauling the current

price of a point and its service value, that is,

system. But the first two structural reform

the value of the point at the time of retirement.

scenarios would be more comprehensible

“In the absence of a demographic shock, it

for contributors, which is precisely one of

is preferable to index the service value of the

the objectives of the reform being developed.

points on wages, which makes it possible to

However, this reform will also have to tackle

eliminate sensitivity to growth, because pen-

the technically and politically complex problem

sions and wages then change in concert. On

of transition. “In our paper, we examined and

the other hand, if the ratio of retirees to contrib-

compared highly theoretical scenarios of rapid

utors increases, the growth rate of the ratio of

reforms with immediate implementation. But

retirees to contributors must be subtracted from

in practice, there will have to be a transition

the indexation,” Didier Blanchet explains. “But

period between the old and the new system,

there is a risk at certain periods of ending up

which may take several years or even dec-

with indexation that is lower than inflation. Also

ades,” Didier Blanchet points out. l

Key points
The creation of a pension
system that is less
dependent on growth is one of the
reasons for the reform now being
drafted.
Reducing the sensitivity of
pensions to growth can be
done through a system of notional
accounts, a general points system,
or through parametric reform of
the current system. Note that these
different systems are not to be
opposed to each other, contrary to
what is often claimed in the public
debate. They are just three ways of
managing the same demographic
constraint without abandoning the
principle of pay-as-you-go pension
financing.
Shifting to notional
accounts or the
generalization of the points system
will require a transition period
between the old and new pension
system. Although this complicates
the implementation of the reform,
it is not impossible.
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HOW WOULD MANDATORY RETIREMENT
SAVINGS HELP FUND PENSIONS
IN THE LONG TERM?
While the principle of pay-as-you-go is one of the pillars of the French system, the aging
of the population is resulting in significant imbalance for its long-term sustainability.
Researchers have simulated dozens of different scenarios, including in particular a collective
funded component, to maintain the level of pensions in the long term.

L

ike many developed countries, France

scenarios for the reform of retirement benefits

is an aging country, characterized

and/or funding the system. “Our most recent

by an increasing number of pensio-

research paper extends previous work carried

ners in relation to the number of contributors

out in the TDTE Chair. Our central goal is to

(i.e. people in employment). According to the

describe the endogenous adjustment of house-

2018 annual report of the Retirement Guidance

hold saving behaviour over time. In our model-

Council (Conseil d’orientation des retraites -

ling, we distinguish several socio-occupational

COR), the ratio between employed and retired

groups (SOG), which have different characteris-

workers stood at 1.7 last year, against 2.1 in

tics in terms of life expectancy, pension replace-

2000. And the ratio will continue to decline In

ment rates and labor income profiles,” Thomas

the coming decades with the gradual retirement

Weitzenblum explains.

of those born during the baby boom between

To do this, the researchers were obliged to make

1945 and 1975.

basic, and necessarily reductive, assumptions

Given this unfavourable demographic situa-

in their models. Among the main such assump-

tion, the future level of retirement pensions

tions are the rationality of households, who save

will inevitably suffer a significant decline if the

in anticipation of a decline in their standard of

current system is maintained. In short, apart

living at retirement, employment starting at the

from a reduction in the relative level of pen-

age of 20, the birth of a child at 30, mortality

sions, the COR considers that, in the absence

risk from the age of 50 calibrated on life expec-

of far-reaching reforms, raising the retirement

tancy, and a constant rate of return on house-

age and increasing contribution rates are the

hold savings of 1.5%. “Our model simulates

only options available to the public authorities

agents’ behaviour with regard to various types of

for ensuring the future sustainability of the
French pension system. However, these levers
are politically sensitive to introduce and are the
subject of extensive discussions between the
social partners and the High Commissioner
Based on the paper
Épargne retraite:
modélisation
de scénarios de mise
en place de l’épargne
retraite,
by Audrey Desbonnet
and Thomas
Weitzenblum,
and on an interview
with Thomas
Weitzenblum.

responsible for drafting the new pension reform,
Jean-Paul Delevoye.

THE MICROECONOMIC BEHAVIOUR
OF HOUSEHOLDS IS CRUCIAL
While awaiting the outcome of the talks over
the course of 2019, which will determine the
nature of the reform, scientific research, in particular the Demographic Transitions, Economic
Transitions (TDTE) Chair, is looking at this
important topic and developing alternative
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The future level of retirement
pensions will inevitably
suffer a significant decline
if the current system is maintained.

Thomas Weitzenblum holds a PhD in economics and is Professor of Economics
at the University of Le Mans and Associate Researcher in the Demographic Transitions,
Economic Transitions Chair (TDTE). His work focuses on the study of heterogeneity in
macroeconomic models. He is particularly interested in analysing the formation of inequalities,
wealth, the reform of pension systems, unemployment insurance and public debt.
Methodology
The researchers carried out numerical simulations in order to quantify household savings behaviour by including
several heterogeneity dimensions and develop various scenarios for pension reform. They used heterogeneous
agents models, with strong microeconomic foundations, in which household savings depend on life cycle patterns
(income level, unemployment, retirement, death, bequests, etc.). In total, the simulations allowed some twenty
different scenarios to be formulated, based on different parameters (raising the retirement age, increasing
contributions, lowering replacement rates, introducing a mandatory collective savings, etc.).

model calculates the trajectory of the economy

MANDATORY COLLECTIVE FUNDING
GIVES RISE TO LONG-TERM GAINS

throughout the transition towards increased life

In another scenario that emerges from the

expectancy, over the period between the initial

study, the researchers simulated the introduc-

situation in 2016 and the final situation beyond

tion of a permanent mandatory collective fund

2100. The current age pyramid is one of the

without associated individual rights. In the

initial conditions taken into account,” says

long term, the fund size would be such that its

Thomas Weitzenblum.

gross return would amount to 10% of the pen-

risk, including income risk. The resolution of the

THE EXTENSION OF WORKING LIFE
LIMITS THE DECLINE IN PENSIONS

sion bill. “For it to be effective, the fund would
have to generate a sufficient rate of return, say
about 3% per year. This scenario also implies

In one of their multiple scenarios, the so-called

an over-contribution during the first 40 years,

baseline scenario, the researchers assume that

which would generate intergenerational redis-

the pension system would be in equilibrium

tributive effects. By construction, more would

at all times due to falling replacement rates at

be paid into the fund at the beginning of the

retirement. In other words, the financial equilib-

period, then the rate of contribution would

rium of the system is obtained by proportionally

gradually fall, and return, by 2056, to its ini-

reducing pensions. In this baseline scenario,

tial 2016 level,” Thomas Weitzenblum says.

the retirement age will have risen to 64 by

Admittedly, at the beginning of the period,

2040. “The sharp reduction in replacement

household consumption and saving would

rates by around 22 percentage points by 2050

decrease, because of the increase in contri-

is explained by the increase in life expectancy

butions, but in the long term, pensions would

and by more numerous cohorts reaching retire-

have decreased less, which would reduce the

ment age over several decades. Postponing

need to save up for retirement and thus pro-

retirement would mitigate the decline in future

mote consumption and growth. However, the

pensions,” Thomas Weitzenblum explains. In

collective fund would negatively impact older

fact, simulations of an increase in working life

cohorts approaching retirement, because they

to the age of 64 in 2040, then to 66 in 2050

would pay the additional contribution without

in an alternative scenario, would reduce pen-

necessarily reaping the benefits. “There is no

sions by only 5 points in the long run. However,

scenario that can benefit the entire population,

postponement of the retirement age would not

but an ingenious combination of a mandatory

be welcome among the most vulnerable catego-

collective fund and postponement of retirement

ries: working class contributors would be penal-

age would reasonably limit the number of los-

ized because they have a lower life expectancy

ers during the fund creation phase,” Thomas

at retirement than other socio-occupational

Weitzenblum acknowledges. “In the event of a

groups. The introduction of a redistributive

lower return on collective savings, the propor-

mechanism for the least favoured would help

tion of losers during the first decades increases

reduce these inequalities.

very sharply, so caution is called for.” l

Key points
The introduction
of a mandatory collective
fund would result in an
over-contribution for older cohorts
nearing retirement age, but would
produce substantial long-term
gains if it generates an annual
yield of 3% or more.
Postponement of the
retirement age would
significantly limit the decline
in replacement rates, but this
would have a negative impact
on people with lower life
expectancy at retirement,
especially blue collar workers.
There is no scenario that
benefits everyone. However,
an ingenious combination of a
mandatory collective fund and
postponement of retirement age
would reasonably limit the number
of losers in the long run.
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“THE GENERATIONS FOLLOWING
THE BABY BOOMERS
GENERALLY HAVE A HIGHER
STANDARD OF LIVING
THAN THE PREVIOUS ONE”
The concept of intergenerational solidarity is part of the French pay-as-you-go pension system,
but past reforms over the last 30 years have had an impact on intergenerational equity.
In their scientific work, Lionel Ragot and his co-authors have studied this issue. The economist
revisits his findings and discusses future research.

ILB: B efore getting to the heart
of the matter, could you define the concept
of intergenerational equity?
Lionel Ragot: The purpose of this concept is

demographic aging and the continued increase

to compare characteristics of individuals who

or higher retirement ages – the implications for

are not of the same age group or generation.

intergenerational equity can be very different.

in the number of retirees. Depending on the
levers used to rebalance the system – such as
larger contributions, lower replacement rates,

For example, comparing the standard of living

or 20 years ago. In contrast, intragenerational

Yet retirees seem to have a better standard
of living than the working population ...
LR: Yes, today, when considering all available

equity compares these characteristics within a

income, including capital income, the average

single age group, such as the income level of

standard of living of retirees is slightly higher than

low-skilled versus highly-skilled workers.

that of the working population. Nevertheless, one

between today’s active and retired people, or
between the latter and retirees from 10, 15

should not forget that in the 1970s the poverty

Why is intergenerational equity emphasized
in the context of pension reform, given
that in the French pay-as-you go system
it is the active workforce that finances
retirees’ pensions?
LR: Indeed, those who are economically

rate among pensioners was very high and that
the reforms introduced at the time largely corrected and improved the situation.

active finance the pensions of today’s retirees.

But should retirees have the same standard
of living as people who work?
LR: It is not up to economists to answer that

Acceptance of this system by the population

question. It depends on the social norm adop-

is accounted for by the commitment of the

ted for the concept of intergenerational equity. It

State to guarantee future pensions by statute.

is a societal choice.

Our pay-as-you-go pension system is based on

of intergenerational equity, but more simply

What are the criteria for measuring
the level of equity of the intergenerational
pension system?
LR: In the economics literature, there are three

of effectiveness, that is, the financial balan-

indicators used to measure intergenerational

cing of the system in the face of the shock of

equity, two of which are intertemporal.

intergenerational transfer.
However, the parametric reforms introduced
since 1993 have had no objective in terms
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Lionel Ragot

is professor of economics at Paris Nanterre University, associate researcher
at the TDTE Chair and scientific advisor at CEPII. The holder of a doctorate in economics from the
University Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne, Lionel Ragot’s research focuses on the long-term dynamics
of economies and structural policies.

– Instant purchasing power, which is a compa-

According to the instant criterion, past reforms

rison of living standards between the working

are relatively negative for the purchasing power

populations and retirees at time T.

of retirees, with a smaller increase in pensions.

In the reform currently being drawn up,
is there an emphasis on equity?
LR: Hard to say exactly, because there are still

– Comparison of pension yields measured by

In the coming years, the situation of retirees

many unknowns about the precise content of

the recovery rate, which is the ratio between

will significantly deteriorate compared to those

the reform. There is nevertheless one interes-

the sum of the pensions received during reti-

of the working population, with a double-digit

ting feature: the desire to unify the schemes

rement and the sum of pension contributions

decline in the replacement rate by 2060.

and to limit the special regimes is a matter of

paid throughout working life. We say that there

Based on the recovery rate, generations born

intragenerational equity, with the principle of

is equity when each generation receives in due

in the period 1930-1940 fully benefit from the

one euro contributed, which gives the same

proportion its contribution to the system

system, with a recovery rate of 400%. In fact,

rights to all regardless of status. This is there-

– Comparison of the standard of living of each

they did not have to contend with large contri-

fore an equity goal that was not present in pre-

generation at each age. This criterion makes it

butions, because the number of retirees was

vious reforms. As for the points system and its

possible to see, for example, whether the baby

much smaller at the time and pensions were

impact on intergenerational equity, it is not yet

boomer generations are more privileged than

low. It was not until the 1970s that the pension

possible to say, as it will depend on how it is

the ones following. The situation is considered

system reached its cruising speed with a reco-

formulated. We will address this issue in future

fair when each generation has a standard of

very rate of 150%, which has been relatively

studies.

living greater than or equal to the previous one.

stable since then. This may seem rather unfair,

tem have to put in less effort to finance it, crea-

What would your recommendation be
to ensure intergenerational equity?
LR: It would be appropriate to carry out ex ante

ting a «free lunch» phenomenon.

impact assessments of the future reform on the

take into account all the reforms of the pension

Finally, on the basis of the third criterion, the

basis of the three equity criteria. In collabora-

regimes from 1993 up to now, and observed

generations following the baby-boomer genera-

tion with my colleague Xavier Chojnicki, we will

their consequences on intergenerational equity

tions generally have a higher standard of living

again use our MELETE model to carry out these

for cohorts born between 1930 and 2005. Our

than the previous one, at each age. Nevertheless,

assessments when the details of the reform are

findings lead to several possible assessments

this is not the case for some generations because

made known. l

based on the criterion of intergenerational

of the 2008 crisis. That said, this is simply a tem-

equity used.

porary effect and is in no way structural.

but it is inherent in the pay-as-you-go system:

What are the overall findings of your
simulations for future pensions up to 2060?
LR: In our work, we used our MELETE model to

the first generations who participate in the sys-

The parametric reforms introduced
since 1993 have had no objective in terms
of intergenerational equity.
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